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Sisterly Deception Jealousy, greed, and
faith gone MAD!
By Joseph Pitt
Wicee, the eldest sister, is thumbing
through clothes in their mothers master
bedroom closet, deciding which to keep for
memorabilia,
when
suddenly
their
youngest sister Evilena bursts into the
room and screams, When he dies Im gonna
get ALL of his money!,; referring to their
surviving stepfather and only hours after
their mothers funeral. Daniel standing at
the far end of the room replies, Hey! Hey!
We just buried our mother! Take it easy,
ok?! When Evilena realized her brother
was in the room and overheard her
insensitive and rude comment, she quickly
exits the room with a twisted face of an
angry expression, while biting her lower
lip. After hearing this, Daniel began
suspecting his sisters true intentions.
________________ At some point in our
lives we all must face a time when a loved
one passes away. When these situations
occur few people are ever prepared for one
of their own relatives behaving in an
unethical manner regarding the handling of
an inheritance. Daniel (the Lamb)
discovered his sisters had no limits to their
scheming, deceptions and treachery used
against him, for no cause or provocation,
but to satisfy their greed of obtaining their
parents largest inheritance for themselves.
This story is unfortunately common, but as
it unfolds we identify the unethical
methods used by Evilena (the Snake) and
Wicee (The Bear) to accomplish their ploy
of absconding with hundreds of thousands
of dollars, reflect on the loss of their
Christian faith and make suggestions in a
Last Will & Testament that may help
prevent someone from absconding with a
lawful share of an inheritance.
If you
have elderly parents or relatives you owe it
to yourself to read this story.
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